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From these inequahties,it can be shown that the solution of (IO) satisfies

Ix(~)I~~ll~l,IIexP(-~(~-~I))
for all rI and T (> rI). where E
Ilx,211=

( 14)

((a2+h u ) / u l ) 1 / 2Hence
.

SUP
t2-hOC7<t2

Ix(.)I

111. STABILJZABILITY CONDITION
The result of this note is summarized as follows.
Theorem: If 1) ( A , ( . ) , B ( - ) ) is auniformlycompletelycontrollable
pair [ I 11, and 2) thecolumns of AI(r) can berepresented as linear
combinations of the columns of B(t) at every t , then for any specified
stability degree, there exists a feedback gain
K(.)which actualms the
degree in the closed loop system (4).
Remark: The proof of the theorem implies that the feedback gain can
be constructedwithoutthepreciseknowledge
of thedelay h ( . ) ; it is
enough to knowtheupperbounds
ha of thedelay and ha of the
derivative.
The following lemmas are necessary to show the theorem.
Lemma I [12]: If ( A , ( - ) , B ( . ) )is a uniformly completely controllable
pair, then ( A o ( . ) + M , B ( . ) ) ,where X isanyrealnumber
and I is the
identity matrix, is also a uniformly completely controllable pair.
Lemma 2 [12]: If ( A o ( - ) + M , B ( - ) is
) a uniformly completely controllable pair, then the matrix Riccati equation

SUP

t2-hm<r<t2

fll~l,llexP(--h(~--l))

=cexP(~,)llxl,llexP(-X(r2-t,))

(15)

for all r l and r2 ( >II).
Thus the feedback gain K(.)defined by (9) actualizes the specified
stability degree X in the
closed
loop
system
(10).
Q.E.D.

IV.

CONCLUSION

We have obtained a sufficient condition for the possibility of actualizing an arbitrarily specified stability degree in a linear time-varying delay
systembymeans
of linearfeedbackwithoutdelay.
The stabilizing
feedback stated in this note bas the merit that it can be realized even if
the time-varying delay is not known precisely.
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Proportional Minus Delay Controller
I. H. SUH AND 2.BIEN
Abstmcr--A new type of controller, which utilizes the timedelay effeet,
is proposed It is shown that the conventional Peontroller quipped with
no appropriate time-delay performs an averaged derivative action and thus
can replace the PDeontroller, showing quick responses to input cbmges
but b e i i insensitive to high-frequency noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

In many industrial processes, the presence of time delay often causes
various practical difficulties in the system control and a great deal of
research efforts have been devotedto solving the problem of controlling
Manuscript received October 3. 1978.
The authors are with the Department of Elecmcal Science, Korea Advanced Institute
of Science, Seoul, Korea.
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the systemwith inherent timedelays 111, [2]. On theother hand,
howevef, it has also been proposed to use the time delay inthe controller
design to improve the overall system performances. For example, it was
suggested in [3] that the timedelay be used to stabilize an unstable
system, and an examplewas illustrated for suchcompensatingtimedelay elements. Other examples may
be foundin [4]and [5],where Smith
and Rubin had shown that in the control of lightly damped oscillatory
systems, the time delay when usedin the controller may cancelthe effect
of oscillatory complexpoles and produce a deadbeat response.
In this note, it is further shown that the time delay, incorporated in
conventional controllers, can improve the system by its averaged derivative action.

Fig. I . Closed-loop system with PMD-controller.

11. AVERAGING
EFFECT
OF PROPORTIONALMINUSDELAY
ACTION

Consider a closed-loop control system shown in Fig. 1 in which the
controller has the followingtransfer function:
-

1

&>id.

U(s)/E(s)=I$-KdePT#,

(1)

&

and id
are positive parameters to be adjusted and Td is the
Here
intentional time delay introduced for the effect of averaged derivative
action. We callthecontroller of (1) as the proportional minus delay
controller or PMD-controllerfor short. To find outthefeatures of
such a controller, it is first observed that (1) can be rewritten as

On the other hand

where i(t)=(de(r)/dr). Combining (2) and (3), and letting I$ =
and Kd= T&, one may Write (2) as
u(t)=I$e(r)+K

['I
Td

4 - id,

e(t)dr].

(4)

I-Td

Fig. 2. Output response for various controller types. (a) Input with noise. @) Output for
Pantroller. (c) Output for PD-controller. (a) Output for PMD-controller.

Thus the proportionalminus delay controller performs the proportional
action plus the derivative action averaged over a period of Td. Compare
this controller with the conventional PD (proportional plus derivative)controller whose control action may be represented as
u( t )= f$e(

1)

+ Kii( 1 ) .

(5)

If the two controllers areadjusted so that K, =
and Kd= Ki, and
further, if the time delay T, is chosen to be relatively small compared
with the time constant of thecontrolledsystem
but relativelylarge
compared with the periods of high frequency components of noise, then
one may conclude that: 1) the two controllers exhibit almost the same
control actionsfor the input changes; but 2) the derivatives of the noise
components in the PMD controller are averaged (to zero, possibly) but
those in the PD controller remain active. These features are illustrated
by the following example.
111.

SIMULATION

IV.

For simplicity, the controlled process is chosen as a first-order system
G(s)=

1

-,
S+

1

and the input change r(r) andthe noise w(t) are arbitrarily chosen as
r(t)=1.5(1-e-6'),

w(t)=o2sin1mr,

Forthe parameters %=I$=',
K d = K i = 4 , and Td=0.314, the responses c(t) of thesystem for the p-, PD-, and PMD-controllers are
sketched in Fig. 2. These graphs are obtained via a digital computer
simulation. Also, the frequencyresponses of the system for PD- and
PMD-controllers are given in Fig. 3. One may observe that the PMD-action shows the advantages of the PD-controller, that is, it yields fast
response (compared to P-controller action), but it is insensitive to noise
signal and thus eliminates the disadvantage of PD-controller action. It
wouldbeinstructive
to compare thecontrol actions u ( t ) themselves
responding to the same noisyinput signal as shown in Fig. 4.
It is remarked thatthe steady-state error of the systemwhen the
PMD-controller is used is the same as that for PD-control action.Also,
it can be easily shown (see [7D that the closed-loop system using the
PMD-controller is stable as is the one with PD action.

t>O
0~145.

CONCLUDING

REMARKS

In designing a control system, the derivative action of the controller is
desirable for obtaining a fast response and/or smoothing an osciUatory
response.
When
control
the
system is subject to noisy inputs,
however,
the function of the controller with derivative action may be jeopardized
dueto its sensitivity to high frequency noise 161. In this case, an
appropriateproportional minus delay controller seems to beagood
replacement as the example of the PMD-controller shows. The conventional PID-controller
may
be modified in
similar
a manner.
It seems that
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Optimal Feedback Control Via
Block-Pulse Functions
V. PURNACHANDRA RAO AND K. RANGANATHA RAO
Abstmcl-Using block-pulse functions, a method is presented to determine the pierewise constant feedback controls for a finite linear optimal
control problem of a power system The metbod is simple and c o n ~ ~ ~ t a -

tionelly pdvaotageo~.

INTRODUC~ON

@)

Fig. 3.

Frequency
response.

(a)
for
PD-controller.

(b)

1 I
.c(jw)

for PMD-wn-

W w )

troller.

It is known that the optimal controlof a linear system with respect to
a quadratic performance criteria overa finite interval of timeoften
involves the determination of time-valying feedback gains. Walsh functions have been used for determining piecewise constant feedback gains
[I], [2].
Recently, a method based on block-pulse functions fornumerical
integration of a system of differential equationswere presented [3].The
block-pulse functionscan be used for determiningthe piecewise constant
gains for dynamic systems with certain computationaladvantages.
This paper presents the results of piecewise constant feedback gains
for a simple power system using the method
of block-pulse functions.
Taking the average for each pair of consecutive values of the piecewise
constant gains obtained for m-segments for a finite time and continuing
this process of taking averages till we obtain for two subintervals, the set
of gains corresponding to the first subinterval were found to be same as
the gains obtained for an infinite-time linear optimal control problem.
PROBLEM

FORMULATION

A simple model of a power system, consisting of a single generator
connected to an infinite bus through a transmission line is considered. A
simplifiedthird-ordermodel, for studying dynamic performance with
optimal feedback controls for excitation, can be obtained as in [4], [5].

x, =x2
.i2=a,-u2sinx,~x3-a3sin2x,

where x ,

-

x
,= u - a4x3 +
6, x2 =p6, x3 = E; and

-.

Fig. 4.

Control actions. (a) PD-controller action. @) PMD-controller action.

theadvent of programmable digital controllers usingmicroprocessors
makes such a controller with time delay plausible and attractive.
The magnitude of the time delay T, should be determined according
to various factors such as the following: 1) time-constant of the system;
2) frequencies of undesired noises; and 3) the stability of the closed-loop
system. It is remarked, in particular, that the overall system using the
delay action may be unstable while the samesystemwithderivative
action is not, and hence the designer needs to examine the stability of
the resultant delay-differential equations.
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(I5 COSX,

a,= -

a2=

Mi ’

Mi(x:+xe) ’

a 3-

2Mi(x:+xe)(x,+x,) ’

x, is the external reactance to the synchronous machine and p i is the
prime-mover input. u is the control variable corresponding toexcitation.
For the study of transients involving small disturbances, the original
nonlinear system (1) can be linearized about the operating point,giving
rise to a linear vector matrix equation
Ax =AAx + BAu

(2)

where Ax=[A6,L\W,AEJt and A and B are matrices of appropriate
dimensions.
It is assumed that the transients in the system states Ax’s are to be
minimized within a finite-time interval t, s. The quadratic cost function
J=~~‘(AX~QAX+AU~RA~)~~

is minimized using the optimal control given by
Au*=R-’B‘P(t)

(4)
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